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Welcome to MiT Software

We have a great team of talents to take your project to the next level. Custom
software development company. 

MiT Software, your best technological ally.
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SOLUTIONS

B.

WHITE LABEL



The Blockchain is a technology that allows to transfer data in a completely safe
way thanks to a very sophisticated coding.

BLOCKCHAIN

MORE INFORMATION

https://mitsoftware.com/desarrollo-blockchain/


MiT Software offers its NFT market development platform, a millionaire income system
where entrepreneurs march, the unique characteristics and specialization of MiT

Software offer a variety of services that open the way for great investment opportunities.

NFT MARKETPLACE

MORE INFORMATION

https://mitsoftware.com/nft-marketplace/


NFT Games are the phenomenal trend in blockchain technology innovation, which is dominating the market, this
industry is accumulating large numbers of gamers users by introducing game assets, exclusive tokens and other

gaming options.

MiT Software will be your perfect ally, we have a solid foundation in terms of tokenization of both fungible and non-
fungible assets.

NFT GAMES 

MORE INFORMATION

https://mitsoftware.com/nft-gaming/


Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) are data stored on the blockchain that certifies the ownership
and uniqueness of a digital asset. NFTs are used to certify photographs, digital art, audio, 

video, and more, but now NFTs are moving into the real estate world.

NFT REAL ESTATE 

MORE INFORMATION

https://mitsoftware.com/nft-bienes-raices/


Works like this: The artist attaches the digital artwork (which can be an image, video, mp3 
or similar, and even physical objects) to an NFT, which is put up for sale in a 

cryptocurrency market, or an NFT Marketplace.

NFT ARTS 

MORE INFORMATION

https://mitsoftware.com/nft-artes/


Influence the NFT sports market with a widely accepted audience for better market visibility. 

The flamboyant nature of sports gains ground on its platform with its unique collectibles.

NFT SPORT

MORE INFORMATION

https://mitsoftware.com/nft-deportes/


We often say that blockchain is a “team sport” because it reaches its full potential when
implemented across multiple business ecosystems. No organization is better positioned to convene

ecosystems across industries, technologies, consortia, and academia.

TOKENIZATION

MORE INFORMATION

https://mitsoftware.com/desarrollo-blockchain/


Marketplace offers applications, software, distribution platforms where
ecommerces offer their products and services, in the same way that

shopping centers do.

MARKETPLACE

MORE INFORMATION

https://mitsoftware.com/soluciones-marketplace/


Personal Financial Management, is an application developed in Flutter 2.0 fully
customizable for your company.

BANKING FINANCE PFM

MORE INFORMATION

https://mitsoftware.com/soluciones-marketplace/


Offers customizable applications, software and platforms, where you can create projects, 
get your own online store, create websites with our solutions, etc.

BUSINESS PRODUCTIVITY

MORE INFORMATION

https://mitsoftware.com/soluciones-business-productivity/


Set of software, platforms that contain 2 systems: MiT Ecommerce where you
can start your online commerce business and MiT Ecommerce Multi Site

where you can create multiple electronic commerce stores.

ECOMMERCE

MORE INFORMATION

https://mitsoftware.com/soluciones-ecommerce/


SERVICES

A.

DEVELOPMENT



We are experts in full stack javaScript development,
Whether you are looking to build a web or mobile
application, our technical leaders will work with you to
bring your vision to life.

DEVELOPMENT

JAVASCRIPT
FULL STACK

MORE INFORMATION

https://mitsoftware.com/desarrollo-javascript-barcelona-madrid/


DEVELOPMENT
ANDROIDAPP IOS

Apple Swift application development
services to optimize business
performance and drive innovation
for Apple iOS devices.

Swift Development

Ionic Framework is an open source
mobile UI toolkit for building high-
quality cross-platform native and web 
app experiences.

Ionic Development

We work with QA specialists, UI / UX 
designers, business analysts, and 
other professionals who offer
custom product development.

Java Development

Flutter 2.0, a product of Google, is
an open source user interface 
software development kit.

Flutter 2.0 Development

Developing ReactJS and React
Native applications is among our
core competencies as a company.

React JS Development

MORE INFORMATION

MORE INFORMATION MORE INFORMATION

MORE INFORMATION MORE INFORMATION

https://mitsoftware.com/desarrollo-java-barcelona-madrid/
https://mitsoftware.com/desarrollo-flutter-barcelona-madrid/
https://mitsoftware.com/desarrollo-swift-barcelona-madrid/
https://mitsoftware.com/desarrollo-ionic-barcelona-madrid/
https://mitsoftware.com/desarrollo-react-js-barcelona-madrid/


DEVELOPMENTJAVASCRIPT
BACKEND

JavaScript Development
It allows the creation of highly dynamic and 
responsive web and applications

Node.JS Development 
Node.Js is a free, open source, cross-platform
runtime environment for javaScript.

React.JS Development
Originally created by facebook, React has quickly
become one of the most widely used front - end web 
development technologies in the world.

MORE INFORMATION

https://mitsoftware.com/desarrollo-javascript-barcelona-madrid/


DEVELOPMENT

ECOMMERCECMS

WordPress is the # 1 platform for
managing websites in the world. In 
fact, WordPress works with more 
than 37.6% of all websites on the

Internet.

Wordpress
Development

Drupal is content management
software. It is used to create many

of the websites and applications that
you use every day,

Drupal
Development

The most popular e-commerce
platform that powers 28% of online 

stores in the world.

Woocommerce
Development

PrestaShop is a cutting edge open 
source e-commerce platform that is
being used by thousands of online 

merchants around the world.

PrestaShop
Development

MORE INFORMATION MORE INFORMATION MORE INFORMATION MORE INFORMATION

https://mitsoftware.com/desarrollo-wordpress-barcelona-madrid/
https://mitsoftware.com/desarrollo-drupal/
https://mitsoftware.com/desarrollo-woocommerce-barcelona-madrid/
https://mitsoftware.com/desarrollo-prestashop-barcelona-madrid/


DEVELOPMENT
ECOMMERCECMS

Shopify is popular due to its low
startup cost and easy-to-use 

interface. Shopify is a cloud-based
SaaS (software as a service) 

shopping cart solution.

Shopify
Development

Magento is an open source
technology-based e-commerce
platform that provides online 

merchants with a flexible shopping 
cart system

Magento 2 
Development

Get smooth web apps with
enhanced features that can keep

your business running.

Phyton
Development

RAD Studio is the same ultra-fast cross-
platform native application IDE with

flexible cloud services and extensive IoT
connectivity that you already know, 

with much more content.

Delphi - Rad Studio 
Development

MORE INFORMATION MORE INFORMATION MORE INFORMATION MORE INFORMATION

https://mitsoftware.com/desarrollo-shopify-barcelona-madrid/
https://mitsoftware.com/desarrollo-magento-barcelona-madrid/
https://mitsoftware.com/desarrollo-python-barcelona-madrid/
https://mitsoftware.com/desarrollo-rad-studio-barcelona-madrid-delphi-firemonkey/


UI/UX

Meet customer needs with comprehensive, 
human-centric UI design services, user experience
services, and design research.

DESIGN

MORE INFORMATION

https://mitsoftware.com/diseno-grafico-ui-ux-web-app/


DEVOPS

DevOps's primary goal is to vigorously
advocate for automation and monitoring in 
all steps of software construction.

MORE INFORMATION

https://mitsoftware.com/devops/


Artificial intelligence can work in your business to 
unlock new efficient processes and increase
productivity.

SERVICES

AI & MACHINE
LEARNING

MORE INFORMATION

https://mitsoftware.com/servicios-en-ia-machine-learning/


Put your information in high-security facilities, at 
MiT Software we safeguard sensitive information
not suitable for being stored in the cloud and high-
volume historical information.

Cybersecurity

MORE INFORMATION

https://mitsoftware.com/ciberseguridad/


AI-based chatbots are capable of interacting with
users following pre-programmed rules.

CHATBOT

MORE INFORMATION

https://mitsoftware.com/desarrollo-de-chatbots/


SERVICES

C.

MARKETING
DIGITAL



SEO

Our search engine optimization experts carefully
research the keywords that are right for your
business, ensuring you get qualified traffic that
becomes your bottom line.

OPTIMIZATION

MORE INFORMATION

https://mitsoftware.com/servicio-optimizacion-seo-barcelona-madrid/


ADS
Letting a specialized agency take charge of 
your Ads campaigns can give your
company an advantage over the
competition.

GOOGLE

MORE INFORMATION

https://mitsoftware.com/agencia-gestion-google-ads-barcelona-madrid/


We conduct an in-depth audit of your social media 
strategy, audience motivations, and channel
opportunities.

SOCIAL
MEDIA

MORE INFORMATION

https://mitsoftware.com/social-media-barcelona-madrid/


Our agency's email marketing services will help you
speed up your sales cycle.

EMAIL
MARKETING

MORE INFORMATION

https://mitsoftware.com/servicios-email-marketing/


MIT TEAM

Miquel T.
CEO

German L.
CFO

Daniela Q.
COO

Jose V.
PROJECT LEAD





M I T S O F T W A R E . C O M

Experts in software, digitization and solutions to measures for individuals, 
companies and projects on demand.

Violant de Hungría Reina de Aragó 107-
109 bajos B , Barcelona c.p. 08028. 698865895 web@mitsoftware.com

https://mitsoftware.com/
https://www.whatsapp.com/catalog/34698865895/?app_absent=0

